Introduction
In this paper we analyse geodesics for particles with negative energies for rotating black holes. Kerr's metric (see Ref. 1) predicts differently from the Schwarzschild metric existence of the special region outside the horizon of the black hole called ergosphere. In the egosphere elementary particles must rotate together with the black hole. The new feature of ergosphere is the existence of geodesics with negative relative to infinity energy. Existence of such geodesics leads to the possibility of extraction of energy from the rotating black holes due to the Penrose process (see Ref.
2) so one can call these geodesics the Penrose geodesics. However in spite of the more than 40 years passing after the discovery of the Penrose effect there is still no information about the full picture of the Penrose geodesics especially about their origin. Here we shall investigate the problem of properties of such geodesics. Particle can arrive on such trajectory in the result of collisions or decays in the ergosphere. But the world line of the geodesic in geodesically complete space-time must originate or terminate either in singularity or in the infinity. 3 Note that here one means infinity in space-time so that it can be infinity in time for finite value of the space distances. The problem is to find where originate and terminate Penrose geodesics and this is the subject of the paper. It will be shown that the length of the Penrose geodesics is always finite inside the ergosphere so that the only possibility of their origination and termination is outside of the ergosphere. But the geodesics for particles with negative energy don't exist in the external space out of ergosphere so that one comes to the conclusion that they originate and terminate inside the gravitational radius of the black hole. The fact that they terminate inside the horizon is well known. 4 One can ask why one cannot use the time reversal argument to conclude that negative energy geodesics also originate inside the horizon? But Kerr's metric is not time reversal invariant due to the nondiagonal term. So in general one can expect existence of geodesics in ergosphere with negative energy originating in the infinite past going at some time inside the horizon. In the paper we prove that this is not the case.
The system of units G = c = 1 is used in the paper.
General formulas for the energy of particles close to the black hole
The Kerr's metric of the rotating black hole in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates has the form: 5
where
M is the mass of the black hole, aM its angular momentum. The rotation axis direction corresponds to θ = 0, i.e. a ≥ 0. The event horizon of the Kerr's black hole corresponds to
For Cauchy horizon one has
The surface of the static limit is defined by
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In case a ≤ M the region of space-time between the static limit and event horizon is called ergosphere. 
Here E is conserved energy (relative to infinity) of the probe particle, J is conserved angular momentum projection on the rotation axis of the black hole, m is the rest mass of the probe particle, for particles with nonzero rest mass λ = τ /m, where τ is the proper time for massive particle, Q is the Carter's constant. The constants σ r , σ θ in formulas (8) are equal to ±1 and are defined by the direction of particle movement in coordinates r, θ. For massless particles one must take m = 0 in (10) and (11) . The permitted region for particle movement is defined by conditions
The last inequality forbids movement "back in time". 8 Let us find limitations for the particle angular momentum from the conditions (12) at the point (r, θ), taking the fixed values of Θ. 9 Outside the ergosphere r 2 − 2rM + a 2 cos 2 θ > 0 one obtains
On the boundary of ergosphere
Inside ergosphere
So it is only inside the ergosphere that the energy E of the particle relative to infinity can be negative. From (19) one can see that for negative energy E of the particle in ergosphere its angular momentum projection on the rotation axis of the black hole must be also negative.
In the limit r → r H from (19) (for θ = 0, π) one obtains
So J H is the maximal value of the angular momentum of the particle with the energy E close to the gravitational radius.
Properties of movement of particles with negative energy in ergosphere
For negative values of the energy E the function J − (r, θ) is decreasing with growing r in ergosphere, so that
So in order to come to the upper frontier of the ergosphere particle with negative energy one must have infinitely large in absolute value negative angular momentum.
From (8), (11), (19) one can see that the Carter's constant Q ≥ 0 for particles with negative energy in ergosphere. One can have Q = 0 for E ≤ 0 only in case of movement in equatorial plane. Note, that for E > 0 the nonequatorial trajectory exists with Q = 0 (see Ref. 6) .
Let us investigate other properties of movement for the negative energy particles in ergosphere. Define the effective potential by the formula
Then due to (8)- (10),
and so
The necessary condition of existence of orbits with constant r is
Let us show that for particles with nonzero and zero masses (photons) with negative relative to infinity energy there are no orbits inside ergosphere with constant r or with r changing for all geodesic inside the interval r 1 ≥ r ≥ r H . The proof for equatorial geodesics was given by us earlier. 10 Here we give the proof for the general case. To prove our statement it is sufficient to show that for dt/dλ > 0 and
For V eff (r) = 0 the derivative of the effective potential can be written as
So in order to prove our statement it is sufficient to prove that for the negative energy of the particle in ergosphere one has P > 0. From the condition of movement "forward in time" and (6) one obtains
For particles in ergosphere with E < 0 from (18), (19) one has
That is why P > 0 and our statement is proved. So there are no circular orbits for Penrose trajectories in Kerr's black holes. The permitted zone for such particles in ergosphere can have only upper boundary.
Note that one gets absence of orbits with constant r = r H on the horizon of the nonextremal black holes a < M from the fact that for V eff = 0 and Θ ≥ 0 one has J = 2r H /M and
For extremal black holes a = M one can see from (30) V ′ eff (r H ) = 0 for θ = π/2. However circular orbits for E = 0 are also absent in this case as it is shown in Ref. 11.
The time of movement of particles with negative energy in the ergosphere
Let us analyze the problem of the time of movement for particles with negative energy in ergosphere. As it was shown in the previous section the geodesic with negative energy in ergosphere begins from r = r H , then achieves the upper point of the trajectory r b and after it falls to horizon. So the proper time interval of movement of the particle along all geodesic in ergosphere is defined by the integral ∆λ = 2
The factor 2 before the integral is due to taking into account the fact that the proper time of movement along geodesic up from some value of the radial coordinate r is equal to the time of falling down to the same value of r. In the vicinity of the upper point r b on the trajectory of the particle with negative energy one has from (23) and V eff (r b ) = 0 that
As it was shown in the preceding part for the boundary point of the permitted zone
is convergent and the proper time of the lifting to the upper point (falling from the upper point) of the trajectory in the vicinity of this point is finite. Due to the fact that permitted zones for particles with negative energies in ergosphere can have only upper boundary there are no zeros for dr/dλ in the other points of the trajectory. So the integral (31) is convergent and the proper time of movement along geodesic in the ergosphere for the particle with the negative energy is finite.
Note that the coordinate time of movement to the horizon is infinite. For equatorial movement the evaluations of the divergence of the integral for coordinate time were given in Ref. 10 .
Finiteness of the proper time for movement of particles with negative energy in ergosphere of the black hole leads to the problem of the origination and termination of such trajectories. As we said in the Introduction these lines cannot arrive to ergosphere from the region outside of the ergosphere. So they must originate and terminate inside the gravitational radius. This means that they originate as "white hole" geodesics originating inside the horizon.
Note that similar situation takes place for some geodesics of particles with positive energy in Schwarzschild metric (see the text book Ref. 12). The geodesic completeness leads to the necessity of taking into account "white hole" geodesics originating in the past singularity of the eternal black hole for radial geodesics with specific energy E/m < 1 arising from the region inside the gravitational radius. However for Penrose geodesics we show that all such geodesics in ergosphere of the Kerr's black hole have such behaviour.
Inside the event horizon up to Cauchy horizon from (8), (10), (11), (22) one has V eff < 0 for any falling particles. So any particle intersecting the event horizon must achieve the Cauchy horizon. After going through the Cauchy horizon the particle can achieve singularity. The necessary condition for this is that Carter constant Q ≤ 0 (see (8)- (11)). For particles with negative energy in ergosphere this is true only for movement in equatorial plane, i.e. Q = 0 according to Carter's theorem. 13 From (8)- (12), (20) one can see that all light like particles (photons) with negative energy falling in equatorial plane from ergosphere achieve singularity. Massive particles also achieve singularity for example if E = −m or the angular momentum is such that
The proofs of all these results is the same for dr/dλ > 0 and dr/dλ < 0. That is why the same conditions are valid for "white hole"geodesics originating in Kerr's singularity, arriving to ergosphere and then going back inside the gravitational radius. All particles with nonequatorial movement and E ≤ 0 don't achieve singularity. Particles moving in equatorial plane also do not achieve singularity if for example
Then after achieving some minimal values of the radial coordinate the particle can turn it's movement in the direction of larger r and come back to ergosphere along the white hole geodesics.
As it is shown in Ref. 14 the energy in the centre of mass frame of collisions of particles with negative energies coming from the region inside the gravitational radius to ergosphere with ordinary particles is growing to infinity on the horizon. The same phenomenon exists for the Schwarzschild black holes if particle on the "white hole geodesic" collide with ordinary particles falling on the horizon. The effect occurs due to the unlimited growth of the Lorentz factor of the relative velocity of two particles in the centre of mass frame.
Conclusion
1) Geodesics with negative energy originate inside the gravitational radius of the rotating black hole and are "white hole" geodesics! This is similar to the case of Schwarzschild eternal black hole for which it was shown in Ref. 15 that negative energy trajectories arise in the white hole past singularity. However differently from the eternal Schwarzschild black hole when there are two different space like singular surfaces -the black hole and white hole -here we have one Kerr's time like singular surface on which some geodesics originate and some terminate.
2) One can get information about the interior of the gravitational radius if some particles move along these geodesics! So there is no cosmic censorship for such rotating black holes if one understands cosmic censorship as impossibility to get information from the region inside the gravitational radius. The cosmonaut can get direct information about the interior of the gravitational radius only inside the ergosphere. However if one considers interaction of negative energy particles radiated by the "black-white" hole to ergosphere with ordinary positive energy particles escaping the ergosphere this information can be obtained by any external observer. The electromagnetic interaction of the negative energy photons with usual matter can lead to some new physical process of "annihilation" of this matter inside ergosphere. The energy in the centre of mass frame of the collision of ordinary positive energy particle with the particle with negative energy is growing without limit on the horizon.
3) The mass of the "black-white" hole can grow due to the radiation of negative energy particles to ergosphere where these particles interact with positive energy particles.
Surely all results in this paper correspond to exact Kerr's solution. For physically realized rotating black holes as the result of the star collapse due to nonstability of interior solution inside the gravitational radius especially inside the Cauchy horizon (see Ref. 16 ) the results can be different and the special research is needed.
